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INTRODUCTION

When imaging through an aerosol filled atmosphere, the light re-

flected from the target area is attenuated and a bright background

is created by the scattering. These two effects together produce a

sharp drop in the contrast or visibility of the target image. In

our previous work, we introduced an interferometric technique [1-31

for separating the attenuated signal light emanated from the target

and the hackground light scattered by the aerosol. The separation

was achieved by discriminating between the coherence properties of

the scattered and unscattered light. Basically, the coherent light

reflected by the target that reaches the observer unscattered is made

to interferewith itself to form stationary fringes which are recorded

on a photographic plate. The light scattered by the moving aerosol,

on the other hand, produces a rapidly changing interference pattern

which a sufficiently long integration period will average out into

a smooth background bias. In other words, the light scattered by the

moving aerosol becomes incoherent over the observation time. Since

the fringes recorded are contributed only by the unscattered portion

of the received light field, the target image can be extracted from

the background bias by simple optical high pass filtering [1, 3].

In this report, we examine means of achieving near real-time op-

eration and explore techniques for enhancing images of incoherently

illuminated targets obtained through a scattering atmosphere.

To achieve near real-time operation, a key requirement is a

real time detector for detection of the two-dimensional image

or fringe plane in the case of an interferometer receiver. One of

several possible candidates for direct detection of received opti-

cal radiation is photoplastic recording device [4-5]. The photo-

plastic device is relatively simple and inexpensive when compared

with other real-time spatial light modulators such as the liquid
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light valve [6] and the PROI [7]. More important, its recording

mechanism makes it possible to build up the signal level of the

fringes by continuously replenishing the charge depleted by the back-

ground light.

The photoplastic material, however, is thermally developed and

erased. While the process is much faster than photographic develop-

ment, it is still far from real time. In addition, the spectral re-

sponses of current devices are limited to the visible region and their

sensitivities are not very high.

Solid state detectors are generally much more sensitive than

spatial light modulators, and some (e.g., HgCdTe detectors) can re-

spond up to the 10 um region. Several processing schemes are exam-

ined using the video outputs of an imaging detector. Both digital

and analog approaches are considered. The performance of the proc-

essing schemes are evaluated in terms of SNR and the effectiveness

in removing the background bias.

In Section 2, analog and hybrid techniques are first examined.

They include high pass filtering, the use of defocussing and low pass

filtering to simulate the background light distribution, and a novel

interferometric approach for imaging targets that are coherently

illuminated. A digital processing scheme for estimating the back-

ground distribution and subtracting it from the image scene is then

presented in Section 3. Its application for both incoherent and

coherent (speckled) images is demonstrated. The algorithm is very

amiable to parallel processing implementation, making it possible to

process images in real time. In Section 4, the use of the photo-

plastic recording device with a grating inferferometer is presented.

The unique properties of the photoplastic device and their applica-

tions for imaging low contrast coherent images are emphasized. Some

of the drawbacks of the photoplastic device are also discussed.

Finally, the characteristics of the various approaches are sum-

marized and their usefulness assessed. Based on the evaluation, an

integrated sensor system for imaging through scattering media is

proposed.
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2
ANALOG AND HYBRID TECHNIQUES

To enhance the visibility of an image obtained through a scatter-

ing medium, the background light that is obscuring the desired target

image must first be removed. If the background light distribution

is uniform, such as those often encountered when imaging through fog,

the bias can be removed simply by lowering the dc level of the de-

tector outputs. In many situations, however, the background is non-

uniform due to differences in the density of the scatterers and the

lighting conditions. For such images, simply lowering the dc level

of the detector output cannot adequately enhance the visibility of

the target image, and a more elaborate processing technique is neces-

sary. This is particularly true when imaging through smoke and other

man-made obscurants. One possible approach to the problem is to

determine the intensity distribution of the background and subtract

it from the image scene. In this section, we examine some analog

means for estimating and removing the background bias.

2.1 DEFOCUS-SUBTRACT

The image field of a focussed image may be described as B(x, y) +

[A(x, y) + g(x, y)] where B(x, y) is the background added to the

target image [A(x, y) + g(x, y)]. A(x, y) represents the average

values of the target image which varies slowly across the image field,

and g(x. y) is the portion of the image that fluctuates rapidly as

illustrated in Figure 2-1(a). When properly defocussed, the high

frequency information of the image is lost, and we obtain an intensity

distribution that is approximately equal to B(x, y) + A(x, y) as

shown in Figure 2-1(c). Subtracting the defocussed images in

Figure 2-1(c) from the focussed image in Figure 2-1(b), what remains

is the high frequency portion of the target image g(x, y). As shown

in Figure 2-1(d), the subtracted output is bipolar. A video monitor,

13
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Figure 2-1. Defocus-Subtract Process.
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howe ver, displays only image intensity which must be positive in

value. A constant bias equalling the largest negative value in

g(x, y) is then added to make the output to the monitor positive over

the entire frame as shown in Figure 2-1(e).

The process can also be described in the spatial frequency do-

main. The image spectrum is weighted by the modulation transfer

function (MTF) of the imaging system. The MTF of a focussed and de-

focussed imaging system are represented by the curves C and D in

Figure 2-2(a). If we subtract a defocussed image from a focussed

one, the resulting MTF in the final image is effectively the differ-

ence between C and D, as represented by E in Figure 2-2(b). The

defocus-subtract procedure is therefore essentially a two-dimensional

high pass filtering operation. The shaded area indicates the amount

of image information that may be lost in the process. This loss in

low frequency information can be reduced by increasing the amount of

defocussing as illustrated in Figure 2-2(c) and Id). However, the

maximum amount of defocussing that can be used is limited by the

changes in the background pattern that may occur when the system is

defocussed To study this effect, a set of experiments was performed

utilizing the defocus-subtract technique.

Parts of the background variations are caused by shading and

pattern noise in the detector. This type of background pattern is

independent of the focussing condition. On the other hand, forward

scattered light and nonuniform illumination patterns exist at the

object plane. The background distribution they create varies with

the focussing condition of the imaging system. To separate these

two types of background, a focus-independent background was first

created by illuminating the imaging detector with a nonuniform pat-

tern from the side as illustrated in Figure 2-3. The input object

was composed of four light bars of different widths. In

15
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Figure 2-2. MTFs of Focussed and Defocussed Imaging Systems
and the Defocus-Subtract Process.
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Figure 2-3. Experimental Setup for Testing the
Removal of Focus-Independent Background.
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Figure 2-4(a), we show the output of the imaging detector, B(x) +

[A(x) + g(x)], which is the sum of the target image and the back-

ground bias. Ideally, the added background is subtracted out to give

the desired object image [A(x) + g(x)] as shown in Figure 2-4(b).

The image in the second frame was slightly defocussed and then

subtracted from the original image in the first frame. As shown in

Figure 2-5(a), a substantial amount of low frequency information is

lost in the process. The images of the two widest bars are severely

distorted. The amount of defocussing was then increased, and the re-

sults are shown in Figure 2-5(b). The image quality of the second

widest bar is improved, but the widest bar is still quite distorted.

The amount of defocussing was increased further as shown in

Figure 2-5(c). All the bars are now resolved without noticeable

distortion.

Thus, as indicated earlier in Figure 2-2, the amount of image

information lost is minimized by heavily defocussing the second

frame. However, if the background pattern originates at the object

plane, heavily defocussing the image can alter the background distri-

bution so much that the background can no longer be properly removed.

To illusrate this characteristic, the experiment was re-set up as

depicted in Figure 2-6. A nonuniform background was superimposed on

the target at the object plane. In Figure 2-7(a), we show the de-

tector output with the added background. The desired target image

after removing the background is shown in Figure 2-7(b). The

defocus-subtract technique was then used to remove the background

light pattern. The imaging system was first defocussed slightly in

the second frame as shown at the top of Figure 2-7(c). The processed

image is shown in the bottom of Figure 2-7(c), and we can see that

even though most of the background pattern was removed, the images

of the low frequency bar pattern were severely distorted. The amount

of defocussing was then increased. As shown in Figure 2-7(d), the

image quality was improved, but the defocus-subtract process was
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Figure 2-4. Image of Four Bars on a Nonuniform ias That is
Independent of Focussing Condition.
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Figure 2-6. Experimental Setup for Testing the Removal of Focus-Dependent

Background.
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Figure 2-7. Images Processed by Subtracting Defocussed Frames for a
Background Bids That is Dependent on the Focussing Condition.



unable to remove much of the background. The change in the focussing

condition had caused the background distribution to vary signifi-

cantly between the two frames.

The defocus-subtract processing technique is very effective in

eliminating background patterns which are independent of the focus-

ing condition of the imaging system such as detector shading and

pattern noise. For backgrounds that are present in the object field,

such as those due to the forward scattered light or nonuniform illu-

mination pattern, the effectiveness in removing the background has

to be traded off with the retention of low frequency image formation.

The need to mechanically defocus the imaging system slows the process

down. It may be difficult to implement the process at or near the

TV frame rate. Subtracting a defocussed frame from a focussed frame

also lowers the SNR because the desired image signal exists in only

one frame while system noise is present in both frames. On the posi-

tive side, the defocus-subtract technique is also able to remove the

detector pattern noise without the need for any additional processing.

The technique is therefore particularly useful when an imaging de-

tector with strong pattern noise is used.

2.2 HIGH PASS FILTERING

As pointed out earlier, the defocus-subtract technique performs

essentially a high pass operation. (An equivalent operation is to low

pass filter the image scene and then subtract it from the original

image.) For those limited applications where one-dimensional filter-

ing is acceptable, the system will be very simple, composing of a

single electronic high pass filter. To achieve two-dimensional high

pass filtering, a system similar to that depicted in Fioure 2-8 may

be used.

Direct high pass filtering offers several advantages. First of

all, the system is relatively simple,and it does not require mechan-

ical manipulation such as defocussing the lens. Unlike the defocus-

subtract or low pass-subtract techniques, it is not necessary to

23
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Figure 2-8. Analog Two-Dimensional High Pass Filtering.
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record two frames in order to produce one processed plane. Without

the use of a second frame, extra noise will not be added as with the

defocus-subtract process.

To image through scattering media, solid state imaging detector

arrays such as CCD cameras are generally preferable to vidicons due

to their superior SNR performance. However, detector arrays exhibit

pattern noise which is deterministic and cannot be removed by averag-

ing. The defocus-subtract techniques is able to remove both the

background bias and the pattern noise. Direct filtering,on the other

hand, tends to enhance the high frequency pattern noise. To remove

the pattern noise, it is necessary to pre-store a frame consisting

only of the pattern noise and subtract it from the filtered image.

This can be done by uniformly illuminating the imaging detector and

storing the detector output in a digital memory. However, by doing

so, much of the advantages mentioned earlier are negated.

2.3 INTERFEROMETRIC TECHNIQUES

There are three main sources of background light: (1) forward

scattered light originated from the target scene, (2) backscattered

light from an active illuminating source, and (3) scattered light

originated from natural light sources such as the sun. In daytime

operation, scattered sunlight predominates. To reduce this source

of background light, one may illuminate the target with monochromatic

light and employ a narrow band spectral filter at the receiver.

Since natural light sources are broadband, only a small portion of

the scattered sunlight can reach the detector. Furthermore, the

backscattered light from the illuminating source can be minimized by

placing the illuminating beam at a large angle from the observer's

line of sight. This will limit the background to mostly forward

scattered light from the target scene.

25



If coherent monochromatic light is used to illuminate the target,

one may also take advantage of the differences in the coherence prop-

erties of the scattered and unscattered light. In our earlier work,

we showed that the coherent unscattered portion of the light forms

stationary fringes when the received light field is made to interfere

with itself. The scattered light on the other hand, simply adds by

intensity and forms a smooth background. We recorded the fringe pat-

tern on a high resolution photographic plate and extracted the target

image which was encoded by the fringe pattern using optical spatial

filtering. Recording on a spatial light modulator such as photo-

graphic plate which offers very high recording resolution, the car-

rier frequency can be made very high to maximize the system sensitiv-

ity and SNR [1-3]. However, the pixel sizes of present day imaging

detectors are much larger and the space-bandwidth product much smal-

ler than that of spatial light modulators. To optimize the system

performance, a different approach has to be taken.

The most direct means of utilizing the differences in coherence

is to take advantage of the speckle effect. The coherent image of a

diffuse object is characterized by speckles. When imaging through a

scattering medium, the image formed by the unscattered light is en-

coded by a speckle pattern while the scattered light forms a smooth

background. The image can therefore be easily extracted by high pass

filtering. The advantage of speckle encoding is that it is indepen-

dent of the object structure. The speckle statistic is determined

by the transfer function of the imaging system,and it is fixed. The

optimum filter bandwidth can be predetermined regardless of the spa-

tial frequency content of the target scene. However, as mentioned

earlier, detector pattern noise cannot be removed by high pass fil-

tering. Moreover, the impulse response of a high pass filter tends

to distort the processed image. We now introduce a novel technique

with which the background and the pattern noise can both be com-

pletely removed without causing any distortion of the image.

26
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Consider the four-grating interferometer shown in Figure 2-9.

(Gratings 2 and 3 can be parts of the same grating.) The incoming

light field is split into two and then recombined by the fourth grat-

ing such that the wavefront interferes with a slightly displaced ver-
sion of itself. If we describe the light field as f(x, y), then the

output light intensity distribution becomes

gl(x, y) = lf(x, y) + f(x + Ax, 
y) I2

= If(x, y)I 2 + If(x + Ax, y)1 2

+ f(x, y)f (x + Ax, y)

+ f*(x, y)f(x + Ax, y) (2-1)

Now if we translate the fourth grating by a quarter fringe, the in-

tensity distribution changes to

2
i -

g2(x, y) = f(x, y) e + f(x + Ax, y) e

= lf(x, y)l 2 + jf(x + AX, y) 2

*

- f(x, y)f (x + Ax, y)

- f (x, y)f(x + Ax, y) (2-2)

The two patterns, g, and g2, are more or less contrast re-

versed versions of each other. For example, if at (x, y0 o),

f(x0, yo) = f(xo + Ax, Yo
), then

gl(xo, yo) = 41f(x O , yo) 2

while

g2(xo, yo) = 0

On the other hand, if f(x, y0 o) = f(x + Ax, yo) ei',

then
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gl(xo, yo) = 0

and

g2 (X0 , y) = 4If(x o, Y0 )1 2

To use the interferometer to process coherent images obtained

through a scattering medium, one may first record the light distribu-

tion at the output of the interferometer and store it in a digital

memory. The light distribution of the image can be written as

l(X, y) = B(x, y) + G(x, y) (2-3)

where B(x, y) is the bias distribution and G(x, y) is a bipolar func-

tion corresponding to the spatially varying portion of the image.

The fourth grating is then translated by a quarter fringe and

the light intensity distribution becomes

12x, y) = B(x, y) - G(x, y) (2-4)

Subtracting the second frame from the first, we have

13(x, y) = ll(x, y) - 12 (x, y) = 2G(x, y) (2-5)

The background bias is removed while the signal level is doubled.

The process is illustrated in Figure 2-10.

We emphasize that the removal of the background is complete with

this technique. The background light distribution is not simply

approximated as in defocussing or low pass filtering. The incoherent

background light is unaffected by the shifting grating. Its in-

tensity distributions are identical between the two frames. The

background is therefore completely removed after the subtraction.

Similarly, the pattern noise in the detector output are also identi-

ca" between the two frames, and they, too, are completely removed in

the subtraction process. The only part of the image that remains

after the subtraction is the coherent part of the image whose con-

trast is reversed by the shifting of the grating.
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Figure 2-10. Bias Subtraction with a Grating Interferomieter.
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To be able to utilize this technique, the imaging detector must

be able to resolve the speckles of the image. The average speckle

size of a coherent image is equal to 1.22xf where x is the wavelength

of the light and f is the f/number of the imaging lens. Thus, the

detector pixel size must be smaller than 1.22ff in order to be able

to resolve the speckle pattern. A pixel size of a typical CCD de-

tector array is about 25 um. With x = 0.6 um, the f/number of the

image lens must be larger than f/34. The light collection efficiency

will therefore be very low. kowever, operating at x = 10.6 um, the

f/number of lens needs only be larger than f/l.9 which is quite rea-

sonable. Thus, due to the limitation of the pixel size available on

current detector arrays, this interferometric technique will be more

practical at the longer wavelengths (e.g., far infrared). This may

not be a significant drawback since operation at FIR is often pre-

ferred in imaging through scattering media. Scattering is much less

severe at the longer wavelengths, and one of the most powerful lasers

available (C02 ) operates at 10.6 um.

The most direct implementation of the interferometer in an imag-

ing mode is shown in Figure 2-11. Such an arrangement, however, suf-

fers severely from aberration. The gratings can be considered as a

hologram constructed with plane waves, and the converging beam origi-

rated from an object point can be considered as the reconstructing

beam. The deviation (in wavelength) of the diffracted light field

was computed to be [8]

I -[.~ (x 2 + Y2)S + I~ (x 2 + Y2 )xC 1 ~ x 2A] (2-6)

where

S=~- (2-7)

(spherical aberration)
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sin in sin ar sin mi

Rr /RRr

(coma)

sin2 ac _(sin2 o s in sin2 a
= R (nR2 o 2  

- T- (2-9)

(astigmatic aberration)

The parameters Rc, Rr9 Ro, Ri, a io, and ar

describe the construction and reconstruction geometry as shown in

Figure 2-12. With Ro = Rr = -, they can be simplified to

S = 1 1 (2-10)

sin c sin i(-I
Rc R.

and

sin2 ac sin2 i
x= T . (2-12)

c i

Since R. = Rc, we have S = 0; there would not be any spherical

aberration. By placing the grating perpendicular to the optical axis

of the reconstructing beam, ac = 0. and we have

sin ai sin2 ai

Cx 1 R and A - Ri (2-13)x -7 a x R.R.

The image would therefore suffer from coma and astigmatic aberration.

We can see that the aberration increases with the diffraction angle

and for the geometry used in the grating interferometer, astigmatism

is the more dominant aberration.
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Figure 2-11. Direct Implementation of an Image
Grating Interferometer.
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Figure 2-12. Construction and Reconstruction Geometries of a Holographic Element.
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From Eq. (2-12), we also find that the astigmatic aberration can

be made to vanish by making ac = ai This can be achieved by

tilting the grating an angle ai/2. The remaining coma is quite

small, and it does not significantly affect the spot size. In

Figure 2-13, we show one possible arrangement where the entrance and

diffraction angles are equal for all the gratings in the interferom-

eter. However, ac can be made equal to ai for only one input

field angle. Thus, the system is free of astigmatism only for an

on-axis image point. To analyze the severity of off-axis aberration,

we utilize ERIM's Holographic Optical Analysis and Design (HOAD) ray

tracing program. In Figure 2-14(a) and (b), we show the output spot

diagrams for a f/5.6 imaging system at *1.50 field angles. We find

that there are significant amount of astigmatic aberrations. The

0.049 mm and 0.064 mm RMS spot sizes are about 11.3 and 14.8 times

larger than the diffraction-lim %.3d spot size (at x = 0.6328A).

Going back to Eqs. (2--li) and (2-12), we see that both coma and

astigmatic aberration vanish if Rc = Ri = _. In other words, a

wavefront will be diffracted unaberrated for all angles by a plane

grating if it is a plane wave. Thus, to assure aberration-free per-

formance over a wide field of view, the wavefronts propagating inside

the interferometer must be plane waves. This is achieved by the

arrangement illustrated in Figure 2-15. We may note that for dis-

tance object, the light field entering the interferometer is approx-

imately a superposition of plane waves, and the collimator at the

front end can be eliminated.

Another question that arises is whether the upper and lower beams

maintain registration for off-axis field angles. In Figure 2-16, we

show the computed ray positions at the output plane for the upper

and lower beams with an input field angle of 1.50. We see that the

beams remain in excellent registration.
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Figure 2-13. Optical Arrangement of an Imaging Grating Interferometer
With On-Axis Aberration-Free Performance.
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Figure 2-14. Spot Diagrams for Off-Axis Image Points Obtained with imaging
Grating Interferometer Shown in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-15. A Wide Field Imaging Grating Interferometer.
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Figure 2-16. Output Beam Positions for Upper and Lower Beams of a
Grating Interferometer for a Field Angle of 1.5'.



This interferometric technique also requires mechanical manipula-

tion, namely, the shifting of the grating by a quarter fringe. How-

ever, the amount of movement required is very small, especially when

compared with the amount needed for defocussing. For example, if

the spatial frequency of the fourth grating is 1000 lines/mm, then

the amount of movement required is only 0.25 um. Such fine resolu-

tion translation can be achieved with a translator drive by a piezo-

electric crystal. The Jodon piezoelectric translator we used can

provide a translation resolution better than 0.03 um as shown by the

calibration curve in Figure 2-17.

Since the amount of movement required to produce the phase shifts

is so small, it is possible for the system to keep up with the T.V.

frame rate.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

The three techniques were experimentally compared on their effec-

tiveness in removing the background bias and pattern noise. An ex-

panded laser beam was used to illuminate a rotatable ground glass.

The light scattered by the ground glass diffuser was then used as

the object beam to illuminate a slit which was backed by another

ground glass diffuser. The laser beam was expanded sufficiently such

that the objective speckles formed on the object surface would be

too small to be resolved by the imaging lens. With this arrangement,

incoherent and coherent illuminations of equal intensity can be ob-

tained by either rotating the diffuser or letting it remain station-

ary. A grating interferometer was placed between the imaging lens

and the imaging detector as shown in Figure 2-18. All the images

were obtained through the interferometer even though the property of

the grating interferometer was actually used only in the implementa-

tion of the interferometric scheme. This was done to assure that

the recording conditions were the same in the implementation of the

different schemes. A background bias was added by illuminating the

imaging detector from the side with a microscope illuminator.
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Figure 2-17. Calibration Curve for Piezoelectric
Translator Used in Experiment.
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Figure 2-18. Experimental Setup for Comparing
Background Bias Removal Techniques.
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The main purpose of this experiment is to examine the effective-

ness of the various techniques in removing the nonuniform back-

ground, including that due to detector shading and pattern noise.

To make it easier to examine the results, 100 frames were integrated

to produce images with high signal-to-noise ratios.

The image of an input slit under incoherent illumination is shown

in Figure 2-19(a), and the image with the added background is shown

in Figure 2-19(b). First, we implemented the incoherent-defocus-

subtract technique, and the result is shown in Figure 2-19(c). The

process effectively removed both the background and the irregulari-

ties due to pattern noise. However, a significart amount of low

frequency information was lost.(See Section 2.1.) Since the defocus-

subtract technique performs essentially a high-pass filtering opera-

tion, for comparison, we performed the high-pass filtering directly

with an analog filter (-3 dB bandwidth 1K * 200 kHz where 200 kHz is

the full bandwidth of the detector output). In Figure 2-19(d), we

show the filtered image. The background is removed, but the high-

frequency pattern noise remained. To eliminate also the pattern

noise, we illuminated the detector uniformly and we high-pass fil-

tered the detector output and then stored the filtered image in a

digital memory. We should emphasize that this procedure has to be

performed only once at the beginning. In Figure 2-19(e), we show

the result after the pre-stored pattern noise was subtracted from

the high-pass output. As expected, the result is similar to that

obtained with the defocus-subtract technique. The high-passed output

shows more ringing at the edge because the filter cut-off was sharper

in the analog filter than in the effective filter of the defocus-

subtract process.

The drawback of both the defocus-subtract and high-pass technique

is that a substantial amount of low frequency image information may

be lost in the processing. One approach to the problem is to encode

the image with a high-frequency pattern. The speckle pattern offers
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Figure 2-19 (a).
Input.

Figure 2-19 (b).
Input on
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Defocus-Subtract.
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Figure 2-19 (e).
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Figure 2-19. Experimental Comparison of Background Bias Removal Techniques.
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Figure 2-19 (f).

Coherent-

Scan Grating-
Defocus-Subtract.

Figure 2-19 (g).
Coherent-

ff Phase Shift-
Subtract.

Figure 2-19 (h).

Coherent-
High Pass.

Figure 2-19 (i).
Coherent-
High Pass-
Subtract
Pattern Noise.

Figure 2-19. Experimental Comparison of Background Bias Removal Techniques

(Continued).
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a natural means of encoding the image. In Figure 2-19(f), we show

the processed output using the defocus-subtract technique for an

object under coherent illumination. We note that the coherent image

is speckled regardless of the focussing condition. To obtain the

background bias, besides defocussing the image, the grating was also

scanned during the exposure. Scanning the grating produced a time-

varying speckle pattern that averaged out during the integration

period of the detector. As we can see from Figure 2-19(f), with the

speckle encoding, the processed image does not suffer from a loss in

signal level as in Figure 2-19(c) where incoherent illumination was

used.

A more efficient processing technique is to subtract two frames

where the speckle contrast is reversed. The common background will

be subtracted out while the amplitude of the speckled image will

double. The speckle contrast reversal was implemented by shifting

the position of grating G3 in Figure 2-18 by a quarter fringe.

This caused a ±IT/2 phase shift in the interfering images resulting

in a reversal of speckle contrast. The result obtained with this

technique is shown in Figure 2-19(g). Both the background oias and

pattern noise were completely removed, and, comparing Figure 2-19(g)

with Figure 2-19(f), we see that the peak signal amplitude in the

image obtained with the T shift-subtract technique is approximately

twice as high as that obtained with the defocus-subtract process.

Finally. we implemented high-pass filtering with the coherent

image (-3 dB bandv'nith, 5K to 200 kHz), and the -esult is shown in

Figure 2-19(h). Once again, the background bias was renoved, but the

pattern roise remained. In Figure 2-19(i), we show '_.he output after

the pre--st:red pattern noise was subtracted from 'he. filtered image.

The operationsof the defocus-subtract and high-pass filtering

are functionally similar. However, the defc.cus-subtract process is

able to eliminate detector pattern noise Nhile high-pass filtering
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permits true real-time operation. Both techniques are sensitive to

the spatial frequency contents of the target image. The loss of low-

frequency image information can be avoided with the using of speckle

encoding provided that coherent illumination of the target is

allowed. If coherent illumination is used, the grating interfero-

metric technique is the most effective. With only the image speckles

changed between frames, a complete removal of the background noise

and pattern noise is achieved.

All these analog techniques for finding the background bias re-

sulted in an output that is bipolar because they do not differentiate

between the added background and the average values of the object

image itself. Before the image can be displayed, the processed out-

put must be made all positive by adding a bias or rectifying the

output. If there are large variations in amplitudes within the proc-

essed output, adding the bias will once again obscure small signals.

Moreover, adding a bias makes it difficult to apply SNR enhancement

techniques such as thresholding. Rectification cannot be applied at

all for incoherent images since it greatly distorts the images. In

a later section, we shall introduce a digital approach called the
"rolling ball." The digital technique can be applied directly to

remove the background of both coherent and incoherent images and it

can also be used to post-process the image processed by the tech-

niques described in this section. In addition, we shall show that

by taking advantage of the statistical properties of speckles, the

SNR of an image obscured by a nonuniform background bias can be

further enhanced.

2.5 SNR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

When imaging through a scattering medium, the output of the imag-

ing detector can be written as

10 = S(t) + B(t) + N(t) (2-14)
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where S(t) is the signal due to the unscattered portion of the light,

B(t) is the background bias caused by the scattering and N(t) is the

system noise. In the previous section, we described different ways

with which the bias term may be estimated and subtracted out. The

signal,however, is still buried in random system noise.

For simplicity, we shall assume that the input is a two-tone

object with a '00. contrast. Ideally, after bias subtraction the

output becomes 10 (t) = S(t) + N(t). For most detectors, the out-

put noise characteristic can be approximated to be Gaussian distrib-

uted. Thus, the dark area of the output will have a probability

density distribution of

fe(16) , e- e (2-15)

and for the briqht area,

1 -(10--A)/202
f (16 ) (e - (2-16)

where 2 is the noise variance, zero and A are the mean output

values for the dark and bright areas, respectively, as shown in

Figure 2-20. If we choose a threshold level of T, then the probabil-

*ty that we have a signal output at a dark area is

Peo = T f0 (16 ) d16  (2-17)

and the probability that we have no output signal at a bright area is

T
Pel f f(16 ) dI6  (2-18)

If we choose the threshold too low, Peo will be large and the out-

put becomes noisy. If the threshold is set too high, then Pel
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Figure 2-20. Probability Density Distributions of the Detector Output for a
Dark and a Bright Area of an Incoherent Image.
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will be large and the output image will have a poor fill and become

spotty. For our present purpose, let us set T = A/2 and require that

PeO = Pel < 0.1.

Since

Peo Pel = (I - erf A) (2-19)

where

erf x = 'e dy , (2-20)
S'r 0

with Peo - Pe < 0.1, we obtain a limit on the SNR,

- > 2.6 (2-21)

That is, the signal-to-rms-noise ratio must be larger than or at

least equal to ?.6.

First, let us assume that the intensity distribution of the back-

ground is uniform; that is, B(t) = B. We can then remove the bias

by simply lowering the dc level of the output electrically. We fur-

ther assume that we can work near the saturation level of the de-

tector array. The signal-to-noise ratio of the bias subtracted out-

put from a CCD imaging detector for a single frame can be written as

A _ S (2-22)

V B + B{ shot noise

thermal noise, dark

current shot noise

where D is the dynamic range of the detector. (Dynamic range is de-

fined as peak signal output at saturation level divided by rms noise

for a bandwidth qiven by the detector scan rate.) For a CCD de-

tector, the typical full well limit is about B = 106 and the
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dynamic range is around 0 = 1000 (60 dB). The SNR for a single

frame is then equal to

A S = S (2-23)

(06 + 106

Since we need A/c > 2.6, S must be > 3.68 x 10 Converting SNR

to image contrast we note that

imax Imin x 00,'/= l x 100% (2-24)Ii x + min

Thus, the input image must have a minimum contrast of

3.68 xlO
x 100 = 0.184%2 x 10O6

in order to provide a SNR of A/c = 2.6.

The SNR of an image can be enhanced by integrating several

frames. If the system noise is uncorrelated, then the SNR, after

integrating N frames, becomes

A NS AS (2-25)

-N +(~ +B] + B

The minimum input image contrast for N frames is then equal to

2.6 x /7 x lO3 x 10- 0.184%

/Nx 2 x 106 AN-

For example, if we integrate two frames, the minimum input image

contrast is 0.13%.

In the above discussion, we have assumed that the background

distribution is uniform enough that the bias can be removed by simply
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lowering the dc level. If the background bias is not uniform, that

is,E(t) j constant, then one of the schemes described earlier may be

employed to remove the bias. First, let us examine the defocus-

subtract technique. With this technique, the bias term B(t) is

obtained by defocussing the image, and it is used to subtract a well-

focussed frame with fine (high spatial frequency) details. Since

the signal is present only in one frame while the noise is present

in both frames, subtracting the two frames will result in a SNR of

A S (2-27)

The minimum input contrast needed to provide a SNR of A/c 2.6 is

then equal to 0.26%. If we integrate N/2 frames each for the fo-

cussed and defocussed images, the SNR becomes

= (2-28)
-()2 2 x 10 3

The minimum input contrast is then

2.6 x 2 x 10 3  0.26%
"[-x2x 106

A similar approach is to blur the image of a second frame by low

pass filtering instead of defocussing. Once again, the signal is

present only in one frame. However, since the second frame is low

pass filtered, the amount of noise is reduced by H 2 / where

H1 is the full bandwidth of the imaging detector array where the

dynamic range D is defined and H2 is the bandwidth of the low pass

filter. The SNR of the subtracted image is
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A S (2-29)

For H2/Hl = 0.1, the minimum input contrast is 0.185%. Inte-

grating a total of N frames, the minimum input contrast becomes

0.1851N/2%.

Since the defocus-subtract and low pass-subtract processes both

perform essentially a high pass operation, it is more efficient to

perform the high pass filtering directly. The SNR of a high passed

image is equal to

A S (2-30)

where HI is the full bandwidth of the imaging detector and H3 is

the bandwidth of the high pass filter. Unlike the first two tech-

niques, high pass filtering requires only one frame. If two frames

are also used, then the SNR becomes

A =7S (2-31)

Assuming that H31Hl = 0.9, then the minimum input contrast is

0.124 . Integrating N frames, the minimum input contrast is reduced

to 0.124(/N17'T.

We have assumed in the discussion above that the image scene is

composed of high spatial frequency structures and that the filtering

operation does not remove any of the signal energy. Most images,

however, contain both high and low frequency components, and the fil-

tering will result in the loss in some of the low frequency informa-

tion. Encoding the object imager with a speckle pattern gives the
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image a high frequency structure that is independent of the charac-

teristic of the object itself. This permits the filtering process

to be applied regardless of the type of object scene being imaged.

The signal energy of a speckle image, however, is spread over a

larger range of intensities. The probability density distribution

of a speckled coherent image can be written as [9]

(IIA). exp (-hIA) for I > 0 (2-32)

where A = <I> denotes the mean intensity. Detecting the speckle

pattern by a detector with a Gaussian noise characteristic, the prob-

ability density distribution of the detector output is then equal to

g(1) I exp [_12122] ® < 1 exp [-I(A] (2-33)

where Y2 is the noise variance and S denotes the convolution

operation.

In Figure 2-21, we show the probability density distribution of

a bright and a dark area of a speckled image. The speckled image

has the same mean signal level A and noise variance j 2 as the in-

coherent image shown in Figure 2-20. The filtered waveform is bi-

polar and to display it properly as an image, the waveform must first

be rectified to produce an all-positive signal. The probability

density distribution after rectification is shown in Figure 2-22.

If we choose the same threshold level as before such that Peo =

0.1, the probability of having a dark spot in a bright area is then

equal to Pel 0.438. Comparing to the ideal incoherent case

where Pel = 0.1, we see that the image quality of the filtered

speckled image is much poorer.

A better image quality can be obtained using the interferometric

technique. In Figure 2-23, we show the probability density distribu-

tion of an image after the phase shift and subtract process. Once

again, the processed output is bipolar, and rectification is needed
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Figure 2-21. Probability Density Distributions of the Detector Outputs for
a Dark and a Bright Area of a Speckled Image.
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Figure 2-22. Probability Density Distributions of a Filtered and
Rectified Speckled Image.
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Figure 2-23. Probability Density Distributions of a Speckled Image Processed by

the Interferometric Technique.
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to produce an all-positive signal for image display. The probability

density distribution after rectification is shown in Figure 2-24.

Thresholding at the same level, we have P = 0.1 and Pel =

0.34. The image quality is therefore better than simple high pass

filtering but still worse than an incoherent image.

The factor of vT improvement can be achieved by integration only

if the noise is uncorrelated. To see if the random system noise in

a CCD detector is uncorrelated, the following experiment was

performed.

A light bar was imaged onto a Reticon CCD detector array which

was read out, digitized and processed with an EG&G 4202 signal

averager. The processed digital signal was then entered into an

HP 9815A desk top computer which performed statistical analysis on

the image.

Besides the time-varying noise, CCD detectors also suffer from

deterministic pattern noise. To study the effect of averaging, the

pattern noise must first be removed. To do that, a frame was first

stored in the signal processor. Then, with the detector covered, a

second frame is taken and it is subtracted from the first frame. To

average N frames, N frames were summed in the signal processor. With

the detector covered, another N frame is summed and then subtracted

from the sum of the first N frames. The result was scaled down by a

factor of N before it was displayed on the monitor. The results

after averaging 1, 2, 4, 16, and 64 frames are shown in Figure 2-25.

Signal-to-noise ratio was defined as

- 0 (2-26)

V0

where V1 is the mean value of the detector output in the area with

the image of the bar and V0  and v are the mean value and
50
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Figure 2-24. Probability Density Distribution'-of Image Processed by
Interferometric Technique After Rectification.
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Figure 2-25. Computed and Measured Amount of SNR Improvement
by Integrating N Frames.
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standard deviation of the detector output in the area with no input

signal. For a single frame, the SNR was measured to be 4. If the

noise is uncorrelated, the SNR after averaging 2, 14, 16 and 64

frames should be 5.66, 8.0, 16.0 and 32.0,respectively. The measured

SNRs after averaging 2, 4, 16 and 64 frames were 5.63, 8.08, 16.67

and 33.03,respectively. They are very close to the predicted values

for uncorrelated noise. We can therefore conclude that the random

detector noise from a CCD detector is uncorrelated.

A more dramatic demonstration of the effectiveness of frame in-

tegration is shown in Figure 2-26. In Figure 2-26(a), we have the

isometric plot of an image retained with a vidicon camera. The

signal-tu-noise ratio of the image is about 2.5 to 1, and one can

barely recognize the image of a cross. In Figure 2-26(b), we show

the result after integrating just four frames; the image of the cross

became much more distinct. Further improvement in image quality was

obtained by integrating 16 frames as shown in Figure 2-26(c).

The techniques described in this section can be implemented com-

pletely by analog means. The subtraction of two frames can be

achieved with the use of an analog delay line. Analog delays,how-

ever, tend to introduce noise which is critical in the present appli-

cation. More practical is a hybrid approach. The estimation of the

background, which is computationally more difficult, can be performed

by analog means while the subtraction which is computationally simple

can be performed digitally. In the next section, we present an all-

digital approach for estimating the distribution of the added back-

ground bias.
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Figure 2-26. Improving the Image Quality of a Two-Dimensional
Image by Integration.
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3
DIGITAL TECHNIQUE

When imaging through a scattering medium, the object scene is

obscured by a nonuniform background bias created by the scattered

light. The detected light intensity distribution can be expressed

as B(x, y) + [A(x, y) + g(x, y)]. B(x,y) is the nonuniform bias

added to the image, and [A(x, y) + g(x, y)] describes the image inten-

sity distribution. A(x, y) represents the slowly changing average

values of the image intensity distribution, and g(x, y) represents

the rapidly varying portion of the image. The average values can be

obtained by low pass filtering or by defocussing. And, of course,

it can also be computed digitally. The average values of the image

intensity, however, corresponds to B(x, y) + A(x, y), and subtracting

it off the image produces a bipolar output g(x, y).

To display the processed signal as an image, it is necessary to

make the signal all-positive. For incoherent images, this is

achieved by adding a bias equalling the largest negative value. Un-

fortunately, if there are large variations in the average brightness

across the image field (i.e., A(x, y) J consant), the intensity dis-

tribution of the processed image may be altered enough to make it

difficult to recognize. In addition, the bias introduced to accom-

modate a bright area may obscure an area of low image intensity.

For coherent speckle images, the processed signal can be recti-

fied to create an all-positive output for image display. However,

as described in Section 2.3, the filtering and rectification of a

speckled image result in an unfavorable distribution of signal

energy. The intensity distributions for the bright and dark areas

center around the same region, resulting in images with poor SNR.

Ideally, we would like to obtain the values of the background

bias B(x, y) and subtract it out from the image to obtain the object
scene [A(x, y) + g(x, y)]. One possible method is to look at an
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image cell of n pixels diameter and determine the minimum image value

within the cell. Such a process may be described as a "sliding

pedestal." One can imagine a pedestal being slid along the underside

of the two-dimensional waveform that corresponds to the image as

shown in Figure 3-1(a). If the pedestal diameter is chosen such that

it is wider than the variations in the object scene but narrower than

the variation in the background bias, the sliding pedestal will trace

out a distribution that is a fairly good approximation of the back-

ground bias B(x, y). The results obtained with a sliding pedestal,

however, exhibit a peculiar step-like structure. A better approxima-

tion can be obtained with the use of a "rolling ball." Instead of

sliding a pedestal, imagine a ball being rolled along the underside

of the image waveform as shown in Figure 3-1(b). By choosing an

appropriate ball diameter, the ball will trace out a distribution

that is a good approximation of the background intensity variation

B(x.y). Subtracting this computed background variation from the

image, we obtain the desired object scene as shown in Figure 3-1(c).

3.1 PROCESSING INCOHERENT IMAGES

The rolling ball processing technique can be employed to process

images of targets under natural incoherent illumination. As an illu-

stration, we used a picture of an army tank with camouflage markings

as the object and imaged it onto a vidicon tube. The object image

is displayed on a television monitor as shown in Figure 3-2(a). A

bias is then added to the image to give a nominal signal-to-bias

ratio of about 1:60 in the video output. The image with the added

bias is shown in Figure 3-2(b). The image contrast was so low that

the presence of a tank was not recognizable. In Figure 3-2(c), we

show the processed image obtained with the rolling ball technique.

The ball diameter was chosen to be 9 pixels, which is slightly wider

than the largest white patch in the image. The bias was effectively

removed and the image of the tank is clearly recognizable. The SNR
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Figure 3-1(a). "Sliding pedestal"

Figure 3-1(b). "Rolling Ball" Processing Techniques

Figure 3-1(c). Processed Output Obtained by Subtracting the
Estimated Added Bias from the Input Image.

Figure 3-1. Bias Removal by Sliding Pedestal and Rolling Ball
Processing Techniques.
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3-2 (a)

original
image

3-2 (c) 
3-2 (b)

r i bimage with
rolling ball bias added

3-2 (d)

rolling ball image with

thresholded bias added

3-2 (e)

rolling ball image with

non-li near bias added
trans formed

3-2 (g) 3-2 (f)

defocus-subtract defocus-subtract

thresholded

Figure 3-2. Digital Processing of Low Contrast Incoherent Image

With the Rolling Ball and Defocus-Subtract Techniques.
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of the image can be further enhanced by a nonlinear mapping of the

image intensity distribution. In Figure 3-2(d), we show the result

of simple thresholding. The background random noise is significantly

suppressed while the object image is slightly degraded. Further en-

hancement may be achieved by the use of a more optimum nonlinear

function. The image in Figure 3-2(e) is obtained with the nonlinear

function shown in Figure 3-3. The background noise is almost imper-

ceptible. For comparison, we also processed the image by the

defocus-subtract technique. The result is shown in Figure 3-2(f);

the image of the tank is barely recognizable. The poor result is

due to two factors. First of all, as pointed out in Section 2, the

random noise is present in both frames while the signal is present

in only one frame. Subtracting the two frames resulted in a drop in

SNR by a factor of 2. The bipolar nature of the image and the added

bias also contribute to make the image difficult to recognize. In

Figure 3-2(g), we processed the subtracted image by the nonlinear

function shown in Figure 3-4 to improve the SNR of the image. The

image of the tank is still just barely recognizable in sharp contrast

with the clear images in Figure 3-2(d) and Figure 3-2(e) obtained

with the rolling ball technique.

The rolling ball performs essentially a filtering operation with

the ball diameter determining the filter bandwidth. If the ball size

is made too small, a loss in low frequency information will result.

If the ball size is too large, the ball may not be able to follow

the variation of nonuniform background closely, resulting in a less

than perfect background removal. In addition, the processing time

is proportional to the square of the ball diameter. Thus, making

the ball size too large will unnecessarily slow down the processed

speed. Beside the high pass effect, there is also a halo effect for

an isolated dark object on a bright background. The halo gives the

image a peculiar look, but the image is not any more difficult to

recognize since the object image inside the halo is not altered.
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Figure 3-3. Intensity Mapping Functions Used in Figures 3-2(c), 3-2(d)
and 3-2(e). 67
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Figure 3-4. Intensity Mapping Function Used in Figure 3-2(f).
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Both of these effects are illustrated in Figure 3-5. One way to

avoid the halo effect for dark objects on a bright background is to

roll the ball on the top instead of on the bottom. This will result

in a contrast reversed image without any holo, as shown in

Figure 3-6. After thresholding, the image contrast can easily be

reversed to produce a normal image.

3.2 PROCESSING COHERENT IMAGES

All the background bias removal techniques we discussed operate

on the video output of the imaging detector. However, the background

bias ideally should be removed before it reaches the detector. When

imaging through scattering atmospheres such as fog and smoke, the

background bias is due mainly to sunlight scattering off the turbid

atmosphere. The image visibility can be very much improved if we

illuminate the target area with monochromatic laser light and use a

narrow band interference filter at the detector to reject all other

spectral frequencies. By doing so, the added background bias is

limited essentially to the forward and back scattered laser light.

The main contributor of the background bias, scattered sunlight, is

thus removed before reaching the imaging detector. The use of coher-

ent illumination also provides other advantages when used with the

rolling ball process.

To optimally process the image, the ball size has to be chosen

suc, that it is wider than the intensity variations in the object

scene but smaller than the variation of the background bias. If the

object scene contains a wide range of spatial frequencies, a compro-

mise has to be made in the choice of the ball diameter. The result

often is a loss in low frequency information. One way of getting

around this problem is to encode the object scene with a high fre-

quency spatial pattern. The speckles in a coherent image provide

conveniently such a pattern. Since the light scattered off the mov-

ing scatterers does not form speckles (over the integration period of
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Figure 3-5. Illustration of High Pass and Halo Effects on

Images Processed by the Rolling Ball.
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the detector), speckles will only be present in the part of the image

corresponding to the unscattered portion of the light. Speckle en-

coding also allows the use of a much smaller size ball. Instead of

choosing a ball diameter that is slightly larger than the largest

continuous bright patch in the image, the ball size is chosen to be

slightly larger than the average speckle size. Since the processing

speed is proportional to the square of the ball diameter, speckle

encoding permits a higher processing speed. Moreover, speckle size

is defined only by the impulse response of the imaging system; it is

independent of the object scene. Thus, knowing the system impulse

response (i.e., the average speckle size), an optimum ball size can

be chosen regardless of the spatial frequency content of the object

scene. On the other hand, in the processing of incoherent images,

the ball size has to be readjusted to suite the object scene in order

to optimize the system performance. As a demonstration, we show in

Figure 3-7(a) the detector output of a coherent image (two bars) over

a nonuniform background bias. In Figure 3-7(b) and (c), we have the

background bias computed by the sliding pedestal and rolling ball

techniques, respectively. After subtracting the computed background

distribution from the input signal, we obtain the desired speckled

image of the two bars as shown in Figure 3-7(d).

To analyze the SNR of an image processed by the rolling ball and

to develop means of optimizing the procedure, we need to know how

the process alters the probability density distributions of the

image. For simplicity, we first analyze the case of the sliding

pedestal and then show how the analysis can be modified for the rol-

ling ball. We shall assume in the analysis that each sampled pixel

of the digitized image represents one resolution element (or point

spread), and the statistics of the intensity distribution among the

pixels are the same as the original analog image.

First, we shall obtain the probability density distribution of

the values traced out the by sliding pedestal, Let f(I) be the
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't "original

image

b. a.

Figure 3-6. The Image of a Dark Object on a Bright Background
Processed by the Rolling Ball. a) Rolling the Ball
on the Bottom. b) Rolling the Ball on the Top.
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a) Coherent Speckle Image on a NonuniForm Bias

b) Bias Estimated by Sliding Pedestal

c) Bias Estimated by Rolling Ball

d) Processed Output with Nonuniform Bias Removed

Figure 3-7. Applying the Rolling Ball to Coherent Speckle Image.
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probability density distribution of an image area of uniform inten-

sity. If we look at a single pixel, the probability that the inten-

sity of the pixel is larger or at least equal to I' is determined by

the probability distribution function.

F(I') = f(I) dl (3-1)If

If we look simultaneously at N pixels, the probability that the

intensities of all N pixels are larger or at least equal to I' is

simply

H(I') = [F(I')]N (3-2)

H(P) is therefore the probability distribution function for the

local minimums over N pixels. The probability density distribution

of the local minimum values can then be obtained by differentiating

H(I'),

G(I') d (II) (3-3)

After the background is estimated by the sliding pedestal, it is

subtracted from the original image. That is, the intensity of an

image having a probability density distribution f(I) is lowered by

an amount I' with a probability of G(I'). The probability density

distribution of the processed image is therefore equal to

g(I) =f G(I')f(I - I') dl'

= G(I)Gf(l) (3-4)

where0 denotes the convolution operation.

The same approach can be used to compute the probability density

distribution of an image processed by the rolling ball algorithm.

The difference between a ball and a pedestal is that the ball has
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lower values at the edge. Thus, the probability distribution func-

tion of the values traced out by the ball can be written as

HB(I') F(I').Fl(I') F2(I') F3(I') . . .

where

Fo(I1) = i f(I) dl,

Fl(I') = f f(I - a) dl,

i (3-5)

F 2() = f(l - b) dI,F2(I')

F3(I') f(I - c) dl,
I'

and a, b, c . . . are the differences in intensity values between the

central pixel of the ball and the pixels at the edge as illustrated

in Figure 3-8. Once again, the probability density distribution of

the values traced out by the rolling ball is obtained by differenti-

ating HB(l'). Thus, GB(I') = dHB(I')/dI', and the probability

density distribution of an image processed by the rolling ball is

equal to

gB()= f GB(I')f(I - I') d1' (3-6)

Detector noise may be assumed to be Gaussian distributed. Thus,

the probability density distribution of the detector input for a dark

area of the image is equal to
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Figure 3-8. Parameters Describing the Shape of the
Rolling Ball.
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fo(1) I exp [-12/202] (3-7)

where a represents the rms noise of the detector output. For a

bright area of an incoherent image, the probability density

distribution is

fl() I exp [-(I - <I>) 12/2  (3-8)

where <I> is the average detector output for the bright areas. The

probability density distributions for the dark and the bright areas

of a two-tone image with a signal-to-rms-noise ratio of <I>/a = 2.5

are plotted in Figure 3-9.

For an incoherent image processed by the rolling ball technique,

the probability density distributions are essentially shifted down

as shown in Figure 3-10, provided that the ball size is larger than

the white patches in the image scene.

The probability density distribution of the intensity of a spec-

kled coherent image is equal to

exp [-I/<I>]/<I> for I > 0 (3-8)

Assuming that the detector output is linearly proportional to

the input intensity, the probability density function for a white

area of a coherent image can then be written

9(I) =-L exp [_12I212] @ -1 exp [-I/<I>] (3-10)YT1(3-10)

where 0 denotes convolution.

In Figure 3-11, we plotted the probability density distributions

of a two-tone coherent image with the same <I>/o ratio as Figure 3-9.

We see that energy of the coherent speckle image is spread out over

a wider range of intensities, and much of the energy is concentrated

near B instead of B + <I>.
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B = lOc B +<I>= 12.5o

Figure 3-9. Probability Density Distributions of a Biased Two-Tone Incoherent
Image with Gaussian Noise.
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Figure 3-10. Probability Density Distributions of Two-Tone Incoherent
after Being Processing by the Rolling Ball Technique.
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For a coherent speckle image, the probability density distribu-

tions of the processed image are dependent on the ball size chosen.

In Figures 3-12 and 3-13, we show the probability density distribu-

tions after being processed with two different ball sizes. Comparing

Figure 3-10 with Figures 3-12 and 3-13, we see that the energy dis-

tribution of the signal for the processed coherent image is rather

unfavorable. The probability density distributions of the dark and

the bright areas in the image are concentrated near the same inten-

sity level. This unfavorable energy distribution is due to the asym-

metric distribution of coherent speckle intensities. However, this

same asymmetry can also be taken advantage of to improve the SNR of

the processed image.

Before the image is processed with the rolling ball algorithm,

let us invert the image waveform (i.e., reversing the contrast as

shown in Figure 3-14). The rolling ball processing algorithm is then

employed,and we find that its processed image has a much better fill

as shown in Figure 3-15. The probability density distributions ob-

tained with the waveform reversal are shown in Figures 3-16 and 3-17

using the same ball sizes as Figures 3-12 and 3-13. The signal

energy is now shifted away from the background noise, resulting in a

much more favorable signal energy distribution. In fact, comparing

Figure 3-17 with Figure 3-10, the SNR performance of the processed

coherent image is even better than the incoherent image. We note

that larger is the ball size, farther is the signal probability den-

sity distribution shifted away from the noise. However, if the ball

size is too large, it can no longer follow the variations of the bias,

and the bias will not be effectively removed. In addition, the proc-

essing speed is proportional to the square of the ball diameter.

Thus, using too large a ball will also unnecessarily slow down the

processing speed. In Table 3-1, we compared the computed SNR for

images processed by the rolling ball algorithm. All the images have

an initial SNR of <1I>/i 2.5, and they are thresholded to give

Peo = 0.1
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Figure 3-12. Probability Density Distributions for a Two-Tone Coherent
Speckle Image after Being Processed by a Rolling Ball
Covering an Area of 9 Pixels.
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Figure 3-13. Probability Density Distributions for a Two-Tone Coherent
Speckle Image after Being Processed by a Rolling Ball
Covering an Area of 45 Pixels.
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Figure 3-14. Waveform Reversal before Applying Rolling Ball.
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WITHOUT WAVEFORM REVERSAL (B)

WITH WAVEFORM REVERSAL (A)

Figure 3-15. Processed Coherent Speckle Image a) with and b) without
Waveform Reversal.
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Figure 3-16. Probability Density Distributions for a Two-Tone Coherent
Image after Being Processed by a Rolling Ball Covering an
Area of 9 Pixels Using Waveform Inversion.
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Table 3-1

RATIO OF SIGNAL TO NOISE POWERS WITH
THRESHOLD LEVEL SET TO GIVE Peo=0.l

Ball Size Boll Size
§ Pixels 45 pixels

Incohrenft 7 7.7

Coherent 5.4 5.9

Coherneri
(with waveform 8 9.2
nven ied)
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The speckle pattern in the processed coherent image may also be

smoothed using the same rolling ball algorithm by rolling the ball

on the top of the processed image waveform. In Figure 3-18, we show

the output of the processed image of a light bar and the smoothed

coherent image processed with and without the image waveform inver-

sion. We see that the processed coherent image without the waveform

inversion producesa higher peak value than the incoherent image, but

the image fill is poor. (Also compare Figures 3-9 and 3-13.) The

processed coherent image with the use of waveform reversal, on the

other hand, exhibits a higher peak value and also a better fill.

(Compare Figures 3-9, 3-13 and 3-17.)

We have described a digital technique for the processing of both

coherent and incoherent images obtained through scattering media.

Preliminary experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of

the approach. A novel image waveform inversion approach was taken

to utilize the asymmetry of the speckle intensity distribution to

enhance the SNR of the processed image. The advantage of the rolling

ball algorithm is that it involves only shifting of data, addition

and magnitude comparison, functions that can be performed at very

high speed. Operating only on a few neighboring pixels at a time,

the amount of memory space required can be quite small. By pipelin-

ing the system architecture of the processor, the rolling ball algo-

rithm can be operated at video rate (4 MHz). Our experience at ERIM

in developing the cytocomputer has shown that such a digital proc-

essor can be constructed in a small package at a modest cost.

In Table 3-2, visibility ranges for different visibility attenua-

tion coefficients (D) are compared between direct observation and

the use of a CCD imaging detector together with the rolling ball al-

gorithm. In the computation, the minimum required image contrast

for direct observation was taken to be 2 percent. The CCD detector

was assumed to possess a dynamic range of 60 dB, and the visibility

ranges were determined by the criteria that PeO : 0.1 and Pel i

0.1. For both cases, the object scene was assumed to be illuminated
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Figure 3-18. Comparison of Smoothed Outputs Obtained With and
Without Wavefom Inversion.

a) Two Tone Incoherent Image.
b) Coherent Image Processed and Smoothed by Rolling Ball.
c) Coherent Image Processed and Smoothed by Rolling Ball

Using Waveform Reversal.
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by natural incoherent light. We see from Table 3-2 that the use of

a low noise CCD imaging d.tector together with the rolling ball proc-

essing technique can provide a 70 percent improvement in visibility

range over direct observation.
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Table 3-2

VISIBILITY ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (D)
VERSUS

VISIBILITY RANGES

D=1 Hoze
D=5 Light Fog
0=10 Moderote Fog
0=20 Heavy Fog

RD2= Visibility Range for Direct Viewing
with 2% Minimum Controst Crterion

RD5= Visibility Range for Direct Viewing
with 5% Minimum Controsi Criierion

RB1= Visibility Range using Rolling Ball Algorithm
and a Single Frame

RB9= Visibility Range using Rolling Boll Algorithm
and Integrating 9 Fromes

Km Kilometers

0 RD5 RD2 RBI RBg

1 3.0 3.9 6 3 7.4
5 0.60 0.78 1.27 1.49
10 0.30 0.39 0.63 0.74
20 0.15 0.20 0.32 0.37
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4
PHOTOPLASTIC RECORDING

In our earlier work [1-2], we have demonstrated the feasibility

of using a grating interferometer to create fringes with the coherent

unscattered light. We showed that by recording the target image en-

coded with the fringe pattern on a photographic plate, the target

image can be separated from the background by spatial filtering.

Besides being a non-real-time recording material, the silver halide

photographic plate also possesses other drawbacks. The silver halide

emulsion darkens when exposed to light to produce variations in

transmittance. To record a low contrast fringe pattern, the exposure

is biased at a region of the transmittance-exposure curve that pro-

vides the highest amplitude modulation. There is very little that

can be done to enhance the modulation depth. Further exposure of

tle emulsion only darkens the whole transparency and lowers the am-

plitude modulation.

A better result can be obtained if the silver halide emulsion is

converted from an amplitude modulation material into a phase modula-

tion material. The bias term will simply add a constant phase shift

instead of lowering the average amplitude transmittance of the re-

sulting transparency. This allows the use of a higher exposure to

create a larger index of modulation. The most common method of pro-

ducing a phase modulation recording with a silver halide material is

bleaching. The bleaching action converts the opaque silver grains

into transparent silver salts which exhibit a slightly higher refrac-

tive index than the gelatin. Bleaching, however, also tends to in-

crease the amount of scattering noise. We introduced an alternate

method called the silver halide gelatin process [1, 10] which alters

the local refractive indices in the gelatin. The process produces a

transparency with lower scattering noise than simple bleaching. How-

ever, with any of these materials and processing techniques, the
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fringe contrast cannot be continuously built up by longer exposures

since the amount of light sensitive elements (e.g., silver halide

grains) in the material is finite.

The photoconductor-thermoplastic (photoplastic) recording mate-

rial provides an attractive alternative. There are three main fea-

tures that makes it suitable for use with a grating interferometer

to record low contrast images:

1. The photoplastic is a phase material. As mentioned before,

the bias term results only in a constant phase shift instead

of causing a reduction in average transmittance.

2. It has a bandpass characteristic. The target image is modu-

lated by a fringe pattern that occupies a finite bandwidth.

By matching the bandwidth of the target image to the passband

of the photoplastic material, an optimum filtering operation

is naturally performed.

3. The most attractive feature of the photoplastic is offered

by its unique recording mechanism. Potentially, the device

is able to continuously build up the fringe contrast with

time. To see how this may be achieved, let us first describe

the recording mechanism of the photoplastic recording device.

4.1 RECORDING MECHANISM

The photoplastic is a phase recording material with the input

intensity pattern recorded in the form of surface deformation. The

basic components of a photoplastic recording device is shown in

Figure 4-1. It is composed of a clear substrate (usually glass),

coated with a transparent conductive layer (tin oxide or indium

oxide) over which is a layer of photoconductive material and then a

layer of thermoplastic. For the photoconductor, poly-n-vinyl carba-

zole (PVK) sensitized with trinitrifluorenone (TNF) can be used with

an ester resin thermoplastic (e.g., Hurculus Floral 105). Before
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the exposure, the device is charged either by corona discharge or

with a charging plate made of another transparent conductive material

as shown in Figure 4-2. After the charging process, the device is

then exposed to light. The photoconductor in the exposed areas be-

comes conductive, and it causes a displacement of negative charges

from the conductive layer to the photoconductor-thermoplastic inter-

face. The surface potential of the thermoplastic is proportionally

reduced in the exposed areas, producing a spatial variation in the

charge pattern that corresponds to the input light intensity distri-

bution. Since the charge density remains more or less unchanged,

the electric field in the thermoplastic stays constant. The thermo-

plastic is then recharged to the original surface potential. The

recharging increases the charge density and thus the electric field

in the exposed areas. The thermoplastic is then developed by raising

the temperature of the thermoplastic to soften point and lowering

rapidly the temperature rapidly back to room temperature. This is

done by passing a pulse of current through the conductive layer. The

electrostatic force, due to the electric field, produces a surface

deformation on the thermoplastic according to the input light inten-

sity distribution, and the rapid cooling freezes the deformation.

The recording can be erased by raising the temperature of the thermo-

plastic above the plastic point. The high temperature reduces the

resistivity of the thermoplastic and dissipates the electric field

across the thermoplastic. This allows the surface tension of the

softened thermoplastic to smooth out the surface deformation and

erase the recording.

The description above is the standard operating procedure of a

photoplastic device. Using it to record low contrast fringes will

suffer the same limitation as a photographic plate. The amount of

charge placed on the thermoplastic is finite. The surface potential

is reduced to zero after a certain exposure level is reached. To be

able to build up the variation in electric field when recording the

low contrast fringes, the following procedure can be used.
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...............

EXPOSE
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RECHARGE

DEVELOP

ERASE

Figure 4-2. Standard Recording Procedure for Photoplastic Device.
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Instead of removing the charge 'before the exposure, the charge

is left on when the photoplastic plate is being exposed [113. The

surface potential is thus kept constant, and the electric field in

the exposed area increases with time. In order to achieve a contin-

uous buildup of the electric field, the exposure has to be carefully

controlled. If the input light intensity is too high, the photocon-

ductor can become so conductive that the surface potential of the

thermoplastic cannot be maintained. Ideally, the bias intensity of

the incident light should cause a migration of electrons at a rate

that is equal to the placement of positive charge on the thermoplas-

tic. When the electric field variation reaches the desired strength,

the thermoplastic is heated to produce the deformation. The process

is illustrated in Figure 4-3.

To see if this modified operating procedure can indeed improve

the ability of the photoplastic device in recording low contrast

fringes, the following experiment was performed.

Two coherent collimated beams from an Argon laser were made to

interfereat the photoplastic plate and a third incoherent beam was

added to provide the bias. The intensities of the beams were ad-

justed to give a fringe contrast of 2 percent. A small square trans-

parent aperture was inserted in one of the coherent beams and imaged

onto a photodetector in the output plane as shown in Figure 4-4.

Both operating procedures were utilized in performing the holographic

recording. The exposure time was fixed at 5 seconds while the input

intensities were varied. After each recording, the bias and object

beams were blocked, and the SNR of the reconstructed image was mea-

sured. The SNR was defined as the ratio between the intensities in

the bright square ring and the dark center. In Figure 4-5, we

plotted the measured SNR obtained with the two operating procedures.

We see that the modified procedure produces substantialy better

results.
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Figure 4-3. Modified Recording Procedures
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We next explored the thermoplastic device with a grating inter-

ferometer in an optical arrangement as illustrated in Figure 4-6.
The experiment we performed in our previous work (I using the Kodak

649F plate as the recording medium was repeated. In Figure 4-7, the

results obtained with the photoplastic devices and the 649F plate
are compared. We find the photoplastic device to be much noisier

than the 649F plate. However, there is one encouraging note. The

output image contrast does not drop as rapidly with the photoplastic.

For low modulation inputs, the diffraction efficiency is proportional

to the square of the fringe modulation, the fact that the output

image contrast decreased at a slower rate seems to indicate that some

gain in fringe contrast was obtained.

One reason for the poor result is that the photoplastic device

we used was optimized for cycling life time instead of SNR. Frost

formation is found on most photoplastic and elastomer devices. Dif-

ferent techniques have been proposed to suppress the frost. They

include the use of thermoplastic with very uniform molecular weight

[12] and very thin thermoplastic layer [11]. The cycle life time of

these photoplastic devices,however, tends to be much shorter.

The ability of the photoplastic device to build up the fringe

contrast makes it potentially useful for imaging through scattering

media. However, present-day devices have several drawbacks that

limit their usefulness.

1. Thermoplastic materials that exhibit good SNR have short life

time while thermoplastic that has long life time tendsto be

noisy. More material development is needed to improve the

performance of the thermoplastic.

2. The photoplastic device utilizes heat for development and

erasure. Since it takes time for heat to dissipate, the

cycle time is relatively slow. Force cooling can be used to

improve the cycling rate. However, it will be very difficult

to achieve T.V. frame rate.
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3. The sensitivity of current devices is quite low, and it is.

limited to the visible region. In imaging through scattering

media, it is desirable to operate at longer wavelengths where

scattering is less severe. Further research is needed to

develop photoconductors that can respond efficiently in the

infrared region.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We examined in this report several approaches to a sensor sys-

tem for imaging through scattering media. The sensor system con-

sisted of a receiver followed by a processor, and design aspects of

both subsystems were considered. Selected approaches for near real-

time implementation of the processor using digital and analog tech-

niques were studied,and an interferometric approach to the receiver

design was introduced.

The various approaches investigated are summarized in the func-

tional diagram shown in Figure 5-1. The basic operation in enhancing

images obtained through a scattering atmosphere is to separate the

background bias caused by the scattering light from the target image

formed by the unscattered light. For coherently illuminated targets,

the separation can be achieved by disCriminating between the coher-

ence properties of the scattered and unscattered light. Specifically,

the ability of coherent light to form interference patterns is uti-

lized to separate coherent and incoherent components in the detected

light field. The advantage of this method is that a nearly complete

removal of the background bias can be achieved without degradation of

the target image. Its applicability,however, is limited to situations

where it is possible to actively illuminate the target area with coher-

ent light. For incoherently illuminated targets (or self-luminous

objects), the background bias and the target image can often be sepa-

rated by the differences in their spatial frequency contents. When-

ever the intensity of the background bias changes slowly across the

image while image contains high spatial frequency details then the

target image can be ehhanced by a two-dimensional filtering process

utilizing analog, digital or hybrid techniques.

Although real-time operation is directly achievable with analog

processing techniques, analog approaches tend to be more limited in

their capabilities. Frame integration of video images and detector
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pattern noise removal are two examples where digital techniques are*

more effective than analog techniques. In order to eliminate pattern

noise, it is necessary to store the noise pattern in memory which is

then recalled and subtracted from the processed image. Analog process-

ing also tends to produce images with lower SNR since additional sys-

tem noise is introduced as the signal propagates through the process-

ing channel. But with digital processing, after the initial digitiza-

tion, the inherent SNR can usually be maintained no matter how many

processing channels are implemented. While analog processing permits

only a limited number of processing operations, digital processing can

perform any operation that can be mathematically described. Image

data can be stored and retrieved as needed and the memory can be

maintained for a long period of time without degradation. However,

real-time operation is more difficult to achieve with digital process-

ing since the amount of data representing an image is very large.

Real-time (T.V. frame rate) processing typically requires a great deal

of parallelism in the processing hardware and software.

We examined in detail a very effective digital approach suitable

for real-time implementation. Operating on neighboring pixels, the

algorithm provides a good estimate of the distribution of the back-

ground bias created by the scattered light and subtracts it off the

image data. The algorithm involves only simple operations and re-

quires little memory. The simplicity of the algorithm permits a real-

time processor to be constructed at a modest cost. The ultimate vis-

ibility limit is determined by the dynamic range of the imaging detector

and the amount of time available for integration. Without integra-

tion (i.e., operating on a single frame), the visibility range is in-

creased by about 70 percent over direct observation using currently

available CCD detector arrays.

An alternate approach is to perform the more complex operation

of estimating the bias distribution by analog techniques such as low

pass filtering or defocussing, or by digital techniques such as image
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subtraction and frame integration. If active coherent illumination is

used, the background can also be obtained by interferometric tech-

niques. Since only the coherent unscattered light is affected by the

changes made in the interferometer, the intensity distribution of the

incoherent scattered light forming the background is unchanged be-

tween frames. Thus, by subtracting successive frames, the background

can be completely removed. To be able to implement the interfero-

metric technique, the imaging detector must be able to resolve the

interference pattern. The pixel sizes of imaging detectors available

today are fairly large. Resolving the interference pattern requires

either the wavelength be long or the numerical aperature of the imag-

ing lens be small. Thus, higher efficiency with the interferometric

technique is obtained at the longer wavelengths (e.g. ar infrared).

As indicated, the system efficiency, esnecially ,ort wave-

lengths, tends to be limited by the pixel size of the ector.

Spatial light modulators such as photographic film ar oplastic

are capable of resolving extremely small patterns. PhuLographic

materials, however, require a slow chemical development process.

Photoplastic, on the other hand, offers near real-time capability.

(The photoplastic can be developed in a few milliseconds, but the

erasure step requires hundreds of milliseconds to complete.) In ad-

dition, the unique recording mechanism of the photplastic device per-

mits the fringe contrast to be built up. However, these devices tend

to form frost-like patterns on the thermoplastic that introduce sig-

nificant scattering noise. The frost formation can be suppressed with

the use of thermoplastic with very uniform molecular weight. Un-

fortunately, these materials also have a short cycle lifetime. More

material development work is necessary to improve the devices' SNR

performance and sensitivity and to extend the spectral response of the

device to the infrared region. However, there is still a strong po-

tential that the photoplastic can be useful in a sensor system for

imaging through scattering media.

Digital techniques are versatile, and real-time operation can be

achieved using efficient algorithms such as the "rolling ball" algo-
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rithm. If coherent illumination of the target is possible, the image

can be further enhanced by spectral filtering and speckle encoding.

In Figure 5-2, we illustrate a possible integrated design of a

multimode sensor system for imaging through scattering media. We

note that the achromatic geometry used for the grating interferom-

eter allows the system to be operated with both monochromatic and

wideband illumination. When coherent illumination is available, the

grating interferometer can be used to generate the contrast reversal

on the interference pattern, as described in Section 2. Alternative-

ly, the rolling ball processing can be applied directly on the speckled

image, as presented in Section 3. When imaging targets under natural

incoherent illumination, the grating front end will be inactive, and

the rolling ball processing technique is applied to enhance the image

contrast. The system can be designed to allow the user to define op-

eration mode, integration period, ball size and shape, threshold

level and intensity scaling factor in order to optimize the enhance-

ment process.
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